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Workshop "Research Training Program 2019-2020"

I. NQIDUNG

Trudng Eai hqc Kinh tti TP. Ho Chi Minh ptroi hqp v6i PGS.TS. Ngd Vi6t

Li6m - Khoa Marketing cta Trudng Dai hqc New South Wales - Uc va hiQn ld T6ng

biOn tflp cria tap chi Australasian Marketing Joumal ct6 t6 chric chu6i workshop

"Research Training Program 2019 - 2020" dinh cho c6c nhd nghi€n ctiu trong vd ngodi

UEH.

Thni gian: 08:00 - l7:00, ngiry 27/1212019 vd ngiy 03101/2020

Dia tli6m: HQi truong A205,59C NguySn Dinh Chiiiu, Phunng 6, Quin 3,

Trudng D4i hgc Kinh t6 TP. H6 Chi Minh.

Di6n gii: PGS.TS. Ngd Viiit Li6m - Khoa Marketing cta Trudng d4i hoc New
South Wales - Uc vd hipn ld T6ng biOn t{p cta tap chi Australasian
Marketing Joumal (thuQc danh muc Scopus, Q2 vd danh mqc ABDC
dugc ndng l6n hqng A ndm 2019);

Ban T6 chric trAn trgng thdng b6o vd kinh mdi gi6ng vi€n, nghiOn cfu sinh, hQc vi6n

cao hgc vd cdc nhd nghiOn cuu tham dU workshop. Ngudi tham dU s€ dugc cip giity xic
nhdn tham gia kh6a UOi duOng vC phuong ph6p nghi€n criu cdng bO qu6c t6.

MQt s6 chri a6 tlugc thio lufn trong c6c bu6i workshop:

Module l: Topic choice andpositioning (Sdngngdy 27/12/2019)

Many manuscripts ultimately earn revise-and-resubmits as a result of topic choices
that gave them clear momentum, right out of the gate. The primary purpose of Module
1 is to learn and practice working out an effective research topic that allows researchers

to tackle a grand challenge in a literature, pursue a novel direction that arouses and
maintains curiosity, build a study with ambitious scope, and uncover actionable
insights.

Module 2: Theory and hypotheses (Chiiu ngdy 27/12/2019)

Module 2 is to learn and practice crafting Theory and Hypotheses. This Module
involves:

/ developing and structuring a narrative engaging prior studies that have
examined the theories related to your research topic of interest; questions to
be answered include what do we know, what don't we know, and what will
we leam;

/ building and positioning hypotheses in relation to related research;

/ developing logical argument explaining why focal constructs are related as

proposed in the conceptual framework;
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/ discussing efficient ways of stating hypotheses in structural equation
modeling.

Module 3: Research design (Sdng ngdy 03/01/2020)

Module 3 aims at leaming and practicing critical issues in crafting a research design.
This Module involves:

/ matching your design to your research questions

/ matching construct definition with operationalization

/ carefully speciffing your model

./ using measures with established construct validity or provide such evidence

/ choosing samples and procedures that are appropriate to your unique research
question.

Module 4: Results and implications (Chiiu ngdy 03/01/2020)

Module 4 is to leam and practice reporting results and crafting theoretical and
practical implications. This Module involves:

/ conducting data analysis techniques with hands-on examples and software
(e.g. SmartPLS; SPSS); issues to be discussed and practices include data

reduction (EFA), measurement models (reliability and validity), structural
models (hypothesis testing), test of the differential effect of structural paths,

mediation, moderation, common method bias, among others.

/ writing findings, theoretical contributions, practical implications, limitations,
and directions for future research

l. LQ phi tham dg: 500,000 VND/\4odule

C6ng chric, vi6n chric, nghiOn criu sinh, hoc vi6n cao hgc UEH duoc gi6m 30%phi
tham du.

2. H4n cu6i tl5ng kf: Ngity 2011212019

3. Hinh thric iling kf:

.Ddng \i tham du vd tl6ng phi truc tiiip t4i Phdng Qlnn ly khoa hoc - Hqp t6c
qu6c t0 (Phdng A112 - Trudng D4i hgc Kinh tC TP. HO Chi Minh - 59C Nguyon
Dinh Chi6u - P.6, Q.3, TP.HCM).

Th6ng tin li6n h6: Ms. Khanh (Phdng Qudn ly khoa hgc - Hqp tric qu6c tii) -

SDT: 028 38 274 991 - Email: khanhlhy@ueh.edu.vn.
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